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JOBFILE 2.0.0Â .Q: Using _.isEmpty() instead of isnan() doesn't work var a = [1,2,3,NaN,4,5];

_.isEmpty(a); // => false I'm learning underscore so I don't understand why the first example returns
false. Instead, this works: var a = [1,2,3,NaN,4,5]; _.isEmpty(a) || a.length === 0; // => true But is

that the proper way? A: _.isEmpty() is like a cross between _.isArray() and isNaN(). _.isEmpty()
checks if the value is an empty array. The problem with the first example is that the first value in the

array is NaN. NaN is not equal to anything, so you should expect false to be returned from the
function. To make it work with not equal values, just add a condition: if (_.isEmpty(a))... Or you can

implement the function yourself and compare NaN with NaN. A: I was using a to check if it's an
empty array, and calling it inside foreach loops. I'm pretty sure i use something like that: var a =
[1,2,3,4,5]; var b = [1,2,3,4,5]; _.each(a, function(e) { console.log(e); }); _.each(b, function(e) {

console
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